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ABSTRACT
a.




radiation patterns has been developed adding one more option
to the original program developed jointly by NCSU and NASA.
The previous program was capable of computing patterns for
i
single reflector antennas with either smooth analytic sur-
faces or with surfaces composed of a number of panels.
Techniques based on the geometrical optics (GO) approach
1.	 are used in tracing rays over the following regions:
1) From a feed antenna to the first reflector
surface (subreflector).
2) From this reflector to a larger reflector surface
(main reflector).
3) From the main reflector to a mathematical plane
(aperture plane) in front of the main reflector.
The equations of GO are also used to calculate the
reflected field components for each ray making use of the
feed radiation pattern and the parameters defining the sur-
faces of the two reflectors. These resulting fields form
an aperture distribution which is integrated numeric« I ly to
compute the radiation pattern for a specified set of angles.
Spillover, diffraction and other factors [2] that affect
the accuracy of the calculation of the far-out sidelobes,
[.	 are neglected.
aExamples and all test cases are mentioned to support the
validity of the new algorithm.
iii
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i1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of the work reported herein was to develop
an algorithm to calculate the radiation patterns of Casse-
grain antennas, which belong to the general group of dual
reflector antennas. (See Appendix A.) The approach taken
is to adopt and extend an existing algorithm which was
developed for single reflector antennas.
The original algorithm for single reflector antennas
was published in 1976 [1]. Later on that year this program
appeared as a NCSU report [2], but in a modified version.
Between 1976 and 1978 this algorithm was extended to deal
with new surfaces such as ellipsoids and spheres [3]. In
1980, Botula modified the algorithm giving it the capability
I	
to analyze antennas with either smooth analytic surfaces or
with surfaces composed of a number of panels [5].
The method of the electric vector potential and the
geometrical optics approach were used to compute the radi-
ation field of the antenna in question.
This thesis includes:
1) All modifications and additions inserted into the
program to increase the accuracy of the calculated results
for multipanel single reflector antennas;
2) The equations written to describe hyperbolic sur-
faces; and
3) The equations used to describe all reflections of
rays from both surfaces of a Cassegrain antenna and the
t
intersections of these rays with Cae two surfaces.
i,
FORTRAN G level was the language used in writing the
algorithm. The computing time was slightly increased due
to the fact that more ray tracing is involved in a dual
^ 1 ^`	 reflector antenna case.
2
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2. ANALYSIS AND FORMULATION
2.1 Theoretical Development
The majority of operations in this algorithm are
essentially the same as those in the single reflector
algorithm. The GO approach is applied to calculate the
reflected electric field using the feed radiation pattern
and all parameters defining the surfaces comprising a
reflector antenna. The electric field is computed over
a planar aperture in front of the reflector surface. As
a result, an integration over the aperture plane yields
the radiation patterns of the antenna in question.
To understand the line of thought and development of
the new algorithm it is necessary to review some aspects of
the old program and see where the new additions appear. A
more refined and detailed explanation of all equations in
the old algorithm is given in references [1] to [5].
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 depict the coordinat,^ systems used
in the single and dual reflector algorithms.
The first difference is that the new algorithm has the
capability of analyzing both dual reflector antennas and
single reflector antennas, i.e., the old algorithm became
part of the new one. The two reflector surfaces are des-
cribed in terms of the reference coordinate system (x, y,
and z) in which most of the mathematical operations are
^•	 performed. The second difference between the old and new




be analyzed. Previously, five types were available:
planes, spheres, ellipsoids, paraboloids, and parabolic
I
cylinders, whereas now hyperboloids can also be treated
as another type of surface.








Fig. 2.1. Coordinate system for a single
reflector antenna system
It should be stressed here that these six types of surfaces
are available for each reflector for the case of dual re-
flector antennas	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 t PERTURE
MAI N	 / PLANE
REFLECTOR
Z Y
FEED' ------^^ -- --	 REFERENCE
Z 	 SYSTEM 	 O	 X
X	 Y^	 ^SUBREFLECTOR
Fig. 2.2. Coordinate system for a dual
reflector antenna system
LSpherical coordinates are used for the radiation pat-
term calculations. The convention used concerning the





Fig,. 2.3. Convention used for angles 8 and ^
The feed position is expressed in terms of the primed
coordinates x', y', and z'. The feed radiation pattern is
expressed in spherical coordinates, based on the fend carte-
^-	 sign coordinate system using the same convention for the
angles e' and ^' as the reference spherical system. Here,
6' and C are referred to the feed coordinate system. The
phase center of the feed antenna is the origin of its coor-
dinate system.
The two coordinate systems are related to each other
via a three-dimensional rotational matrix [A], whose deri-
vation can be found in [2]. The rotational operation of 	 j
this matrix is used to make the feed system parallel to the
reference system, making use of the three angles ALPHA, SETA,
^-	 and GAMMA as shown in F4gure2 .4. All counterclockwise rota-
I=	 tions are defined as positive when looking in the negative
direction along the axis of rotation.
t
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	 Fig. 2.4. Feed rotation angles
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ALPHA is the rotation about the z'-axis, BETA is the
rotation about the x'-axis and GAMMA is the rotation about
the -axis.
Each ray starts from the feed and is traced up to the
aperture plane. Five pieces of information are associated
with each ray: a set of angles 8' and ^', the appropriate
e' and 'polarized electric field strengths and the ini-
tial phase, all taken from the feed antenna pattern. Fig-
















Vector operations for a single reflector antenna
A POINT ON APERTURE
PLANE

















The symbols in these figures are defined as follows:
1) s  is a unit vector in the direction of an arbi-
trary ray incident on the reflector (or on the
subreflector) .
2) R is the distance from the phase center of the feed
to the point at which the incident ray strikes the
reflector (or the subreflector).
3) no is the unit normal vector to the reflector sur-
face (or the subreflector) .
4) sr is a vector in the direction of the reflected
ray, (or reflected from the subreflector) and inci-
dent on the main reflector in the case of a dual
reflector antenna.
5) RM is the distance from(x0 ,y0 ,z0 ) on the subreflec-
tor to(x02 ,y02 ,z02 ) on the main reflector, i.e., the
distance from a point on the subreflector to a
point at which the reflected ray strikes the main
reflector.
6) sr2 is a vector in the direction of the ray reflect-
ed by the main reflector.
7) D is the distance from the point of reflection
(x0 ,y0 ,z 0 ) to the aperture plane for a single re-
flector or from the point (x02`y02,z02) on the main




Fig. 2.7. vector operation
9
The unit vector s i which is expressed in spherical





s' = sin 6' cos 0'
sy = sin 6' sin gyp' and
sZ = cos 6'
e' and O A are also expressed in terms of the feed cartesian
coordinates. The feed system is not only rotated but trans-
lated with respect to the reference system. That means that
a rotation as well as a translation should be performed to
express the vector s i in the reference system. To achieve
this task, the origin of the reference system must be known
in the feed system.
The intersection of a ray having the unit vector si,
with the reflector or subreflector surface is defined by a




Thus = r si - 0^0 provided that s  and 0^0 are expressed
`.'	 in the reference coordinate system. To accomplish the trans-
1	 formation a 3x2 matrix [BB] is formed. This matrix has the
ray unit vector (s i ) and the translation vector as its
columns. The rotational operation takes place by premulti-
plying [BB] by the rotation matrix [A].
I	 l:
i	
[A] [BB] = [B]
l	 Each ray is now described in the reference system by the
parametric equations
x = B11r - B12
y = B21r - B22
z = B31r - B32
The point of intersection is found by solving simultaneously
the equations mentioned above and the equation of the reflec-
tor surface. To find a vector ( sr ) in the direction of the
reflected ray, the unit normal to the reflector surface, at
the incident point is evaluated and Snell ' s Law is used, i.e.
sr = s  - 2(n0 *si ) n0




2(n 0 ^' E . 0) n - E i iwhere E is the incident field,
attenuated, of course, by a factor R, since we assume that
the reflector is in the far field of the feed antenna.
All vector operations are the same for both the single





The two options are now considered separately.
A) Dual Ref lector System




treated now as the incident ray on the main reflector, are:
1.
x = x0 + h cosax
Y = y0 + h cosayI: 
Z = z0 + h cosaz
where h is the distance travelled from the point (x0'y0'z0)
	






cosay= -S -	 direction cosines
r





ry' srz are the components of the reflected vector
sr . To find the intersections of the ray and the main re-
flector, simultaneous solution of the above parametric
equations with the equations of the surface of the main
reflector is required.
The unit normal to the surface is evaluated at this
point and used to compute a vector in the direction of the
reflected ray, i.e.,
4.	 -► 	 ^
sr2 
= si2	 2 (n02*si2) n02





and n02 is the unit normal on the surface of the main re-




	 (n	 .2	 + n
	 .2.	 + n	 . isr2	 x2	 x02 x02 ix2	 y02 iy2	 z02	 z2
+ yiy2 
-2ny02 (nx02 02ix2 + ny02' . 2iy2 + nz02 ' siz21IS
+ z C
siz2 -2nz02 (nx02 ' 2ix2 +.ny02 ' 2iy2 — nz02 ' siz2)]
where
six2 - srx
li. siy2 = sry
siz2 - srz
are the components of the ray vector reflected by the sub-
reflector. Now if
srx2 - six2 2n	 (n(nx02 ' 2ix2 + ny02 ' siy2 + nz02 'siz2
sry2	 siv2 2n y02 (n x02' six2 + ny02 'siy2 + nz02 'siz2
srz2 - siz2 2n	 (n(nx02 ' six2 + ny02 ' siy2 + nz02 ' siz 2
then
sr2 = x srx2 + y sry2 + z srz2











_	 x d Y,	 o
Fig. 2 . 8. Z1 ,`ctric field vectors
Similarly, the reflected field (Figur4
fectly conducting reflector, is given
r
-► 	 A^	 ^	 +
Er2 = 2 
n02 Ei2 ) n02 - Ei2
Er
where Ei2 - RM
Ei2 is the incident electric field on the main reflec-
tor and E r
 is the electric field reflected by the subreflec-
tor. It is seen here that Er is multiplied by a factor 1/RM
I	




1.	 E = x RM + y RM + z Rz
^	 ^	 ^
= x Eix2+ y Eiy2 + z Eiz2
and Er2 becomes
E	 = x 	 (n	 ' iE	 +n	 ' iE	 +n	 'E.	 i)-Er2 	 [2n x02 x02 	x2 y02	 y2 z02 i.z2	 x2]
• y [2ny02(nx02OEix2+ny02*Eiy2+nz02OEiz2)-Eiy2]
• z [2nz02(nx02OEix2+ny02*Eiy2+nz02OEiz2)-Eiz2]
The procedure of finding the intersection of the reflected
ray (by the main reflector) and the aperture plane is as
follows:




x = x02 + h'cosa'x
Y - y02 + h'cosa'y
i
	
t	 z + z02 + h'cosa'z
where	 ^
= x sr2 = srx2cosa'x 
	
sr2 +	 ( sr2l
Cosa'	 !U2Y y s
r2 s












and h' is the distance travelled along the ray. The aper-
ture plane is at x = xc, which defines h' = co
— sa X	 The




	 cosa' _	 sr 2Y Y02 + (xc 'x02 ) cosa x Y02 + (x2 Y02) s_.__
	
1	 z = z02 + (xc-x02) cos x = z02 + (xc-x02) srx2
Then	 y^
D = ( xc-x02 ) 2 + (Y-Y02' 2 + (z-z02) 2
and theP hase of the field upon reaching the aperture plane
C
is given as:
^2 = 27r (R+RM+D) + Initial Phase.
1.
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Thus, five parameters are computed for each ray at a point
on the aperture plane: the y and z coordinates, the y and
z components of the electric field, and the phase of the
field.
8) Single Reflector System
In this case each ray is traced from the feed to the
reflector up to the aperture plane in the same way as before.
It is clear that in this case a smaller number of equations
have to be written and the phase is given by
_	 (R+d) + Initial phase. A more de-
tailed discussion of the above operation is provided by
Kauffman [2].
2.2 Calculation of Radiation Patterns
In both cases, the tangent aperture field is given by:
AP = (y Ery + z Erz ) a J^ for a single reflector
where Ery , Erz are the tangential components of the aperture
electric field, or EAP = (y Ery2 + z Erz2) a+ ]z for a
dual reflector.
In order to evaluate the secondary radiation pattern
at a particular point in space, we integrate numerically










E^ _ ff  C 	 + Erzcose sino] a-jo
Aperture
Surface
e jk ly sine sink + z cose, d dy z
where the aperture surface is the area of the reflector
aperture projected on the aperture plane. It is necessary
to integrate only those points which result from reflections
from the actual surface and not from its mathematical exten-
sion. This is achieved by interpolating a series of edge
points on the boundary, using information from points which
exist outside the aperture. All points then existing out-
side the reflector surface are disregarded.
Before the integration takes place, all points on the 	 j
aperture plane are quantized in their y-coordinate. All
details on quantization and integration are fully provided
by Kauffman [2] , Agrawal [3], and Botula [5] .
2.3 Transition from the Old Algorithm to the New One
The block diagram in Figure 2.9 shows the locations
where changes, additions and modifications were applied to
the old algorithm to obtain the new one.
These general additions and changes, which will be ex-
plained later in more detail, are the following:
1. NFUT:	 Was enlarged to read in and print out 	 1
data for both reflectors for a dual
reflector antenna system. This feature
1.
17
did not exist before.	 NPUT also calls
an additional subroutine, named SUBPNT.
t
2.	 SUBPNT: Was added to determine the four extreme
points on the subreflector, given the{




Was extended for the following reasons:
A	 to incorporate h	 rboloidal surfaces)	 P 	 YPe	 •
j as an addition to the previous list of
pp
surfaces.
!	 I B) To compute, automatically, the loca-
tion of the aperture plane (xc) in
terms of parameters pertinent to the
antenna under consideration.	 This is
accomplished by calling the subroutine
FINDXC.
4.	 FINDXC: FINDXC was added to provide APRTUR with
an approximate value of xc .	
x 
	 is eval-
uated for both reflector systems, follow-
ing different approximations depending on
whether the antenna is a dual or a single
reflector system.
5.	 CASSA: A new subroutine was inserted in APRTUR
to account for all the tracing from the
subreflector to the main reflector, up to
is
the aperture plane for the case of a
dual reflector system.




























































3. STRUCTURE OF REFLECTR
3.1 New Variables
New variables were introduced to account for the in-
creased complexity of the program. Some old variables and
common storage blocks were changed to give the new algorithm
a general character. Since the new variables come an a
follow-up of the old ones, all common storage blocks and
variables are introduced here.
1) BLOCICG/YCBL, ZCBL, HFMIBL, HFMIBL (Aperture plane
blockage information).
YCBL, ZCBL: y and z center coordinates of the aperture
plane blockage ellipse.
HFMABL, HFMIBL:
Half-major and half-minor axes of the aperture plane
blockage ellipse.
2) CASS/SR(3), X0, Y0, Z0, Y, Z, RM, D, X02, Y02, Z02,
ER2(3), ER(3) (Only for Cassegrain antennas).
X0, Y0, Z0,	 A point where a ray emanating from the
feed intersects the subreflector.
X02, Y02, Z02 A point of intersection of the main
reflector and the ray.
Y, Z
	 The y and z coordinates of each ray on
the aperture plane.
RM	 Length of a ray from the subreflector





D Distance of aperture plane from main
reflector.
SR(3) A vector sr in the direction of a ray
reflected by the subreflector.
ER2(3) The three components of the electric
field reflected by the main reflector.
ER(3) The three components of the electric
field reflected by the subreflector.
3)	 COLOS/DELT, XC, ANGING, PM(3,4), RS, XMX, ZMX, ZMN,
YM.X (Parameters used for determining xc.)
DELT The 0' angle subtended by the subreflec-
tor.	 ;See Figure 2..20
ANGING Angular increment.	 (See Botula [5] for
more details.
PM(3,4) Four extreme points on the main reflector.
RS Distance from an extreme point on the sub-
reflector to the origin.
XMX, YMX, ZMX A point on the subreflector which is the
closest point to the origin.
ZMN The minimum Z coordinate of the subre-
flector.
4)	 CONTRL/NOPT(3), NLIST, IOPT, ICASS, ILIST (100)
NOPT(3) Three number specifying options regard-
ing printer, plotter, and aperture plane,
data output, respectively, 03ee [51 Section
6.)
422
NLIST	 The number of panels for which the algo-
rithm will print complete illumination
and quantizing data.
IOPT	 A variable which is zero when the program
is to run normally, and one when the
single-panel option is in effect.
ICASS A variable which is one if a Cassegrain
antenna is to be analyzed, and zero for
a single reflector antenna.
ILIST(100)
	 The specific- panels for which the algo-
rithm is to provide complete illumina-
tion and quantizing data. (See eotula
[5] , Section 4.)
E	
5) The common blocks: A) DIMENS, B) EXTENT, C) MATH and
i
	
	 D) 1IATTRN, have remained the same as in [5].
6) FEED/EP(91), ET(91), NP, NZ, XS, YS, ZS.
(Feed antenna parameters)
EP(91), ET(91)
Array containing the electric field strengths of
the food .antenna in one-degree; increments off -axis
in the v	 90 0







of increments of phi and theta used in
nation pattern, respectively.
each panel which is the closest point to
of the reference coordinate system.
23
PARAMS/AORORF, BELLP, CELLP, DIST, PSI, PLNPNT (3),
PLNORM (3), FEED (3), ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, XLAM,
AOROR2, BELLP2, CELLP2, PSI2, DIST2, POINT (3), NORM
Z
(3), SURFCI, NPNL, NPOINT, SURFC2. (Antenna system
parameters.)
In the following, the variables that appear first are
defined on the subreflector, and those that appear second
are defined on the main reflector.
AORORF, AOROR2: The focal length of a paraboloidal re-
flector, the focal length of a parabolic cylindrical reflec-
tor, the radius of a spherical reflector, the semi-major
axis of an ellipsoidal reflector along X, or half the trans-
verse axis (x-direction) of a hyperboloidal reflector (Appen-
dix B), depending on which surface is intended to represent
the reflector.
BELLP, BELLP2: The semi-minor axes (along y and z,
respectively) of an ellipsoidal reflector surface. Note
that this does not define a completely arbitrary ellipsoid
since the axes along y and z must be equal. For the case
of a hyperboloidal reflector surface, this value represents
the y semi-axis of the ellipse in the yz plane of the hyper-
boloid.
CELLP, CELLP2: Used only for a hyperboloid and stands
for the z semi -axis of the ellipse in the yz plane of the
hyperboloid.
24
DIST: A parameter used in translating the origin of
the hyperbolic subreflector coordinate system so that it
coincides with that of the main reflector. (See Appendix
L:	 B . )
PLNPNT(3), POINT(3): The coordinates of a point on a	 r
Il:	 planar reflector surface (x, y, z).
PLNORM(3), NORM(3): The components of a unit normal
I.	
vector to a planar reflector surface (x y, z).
FEED(3): The reference coordinate system origin as
expressed in the feed coordinate system (x, y, z).
XLAM: Wavelength of the feed antenna radiation.
ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA: Rotation angles mentioned before
(Figure 2.4.)
SURFCI, SURFC2: Integer variables which determine the
type of reflector surface. (This code is applied to the
subreflector as well as the main reflector.)
1) Surface is a plane.
2) Surface is an ellipsoid.
}	 3) Surface is a sphere.
4) Surface is a paraboloid.
5) Surface is a parabolic cylinder.
6) Surface is a hyperboloid.
NPNL: Determines the number of panels the reflector
is made of. The value of one means that a list of perimeter
points and other surface parameters for each panel must be
supplied. In this case, the aperture boundary is approxi-
25
mated by a polygon. The value of zero means that the
single-panel option is in effect and hence an ellipse
is used to represent the boundary of that panel.
NPOINT: The number of rays stored for processing in
the P array at any given time.
3.2 NPUT
This is an input/output routine. If ICASS = 0, the
program is to analyze a single reflector antenna system
with two options:
1) With IOPT = 1 for a single-panel option.
2) With IOPT = 0 for a multipanel option.
In both cases, the four extreme points of the reflector
surface are required. If ICASS = 1 a dual reflector anten-
na is to be analyzed. For this case, the four extreme points
of the main reflector are read in and used to find the four
extreme points of the subreflector by calling subroutine
SUBPNT. (SUBPNT explained later in this Section.)
NPUT also reads other parameters concerning the feed.
This is important since all pieces of information read here
are used in conjunction with the FILL routine which is called
later in the program. The connecting agent in this operation
is the common storage block, named FEED.
Previously, the four extreme points on the reflector
were read into the P array only when NPNL was zero, and the
variable x  was also provided by the user. In this algorithm
the four extreme points are read regardless of the particular
26
value of NPNL. The reason for thiq is that the above points
are needed to compute the variable x  later in the program.
Furthermore, new printing statements were added to be used dd
for dual reflector antennas.
3.3 SUBPNT









Fig. 3.1., Finding the four extreme points
SUBPNT is called only fora aual reflector antenna.There
is a "Do" loop which computes the distance MR)from the ex-
treme point on the main reflector to the reference point.
RR = I (PM(1,K)) 2+(Pm(2,K)) 2 +(PM(3,K)) 2] h
where PM(1,K), PM(2,K), and PM(3,K) are the coordinates of
f
each extreme point on the main reflector. Then, the direc-
tion cosines are found as:




DIR2 - PM(2,K)/RR (direction cosine in the y-direction)
DIR3 - PM(3,K)/RR (direction cosine in the z-direction)
The parametric equations of a line passing through the
origin (reference point), and a point on the main reflector
are given by:
P(1,K) - PM(l,K) - RR•DIR1
P(2 1 K) - PM(2,K) - RR•DIR2
P(3,K) = PM(3,K) - RR•DIR3
where P(l,K), P(2,K), P(3,K) is an extreme point on the
reflector. To determine this point, the above parametric
equations and the equation of the surface of the subreflec-
tor are solved simultaneously. (See Appendix C for details.)
This operation is repeated four times, i.e., once for
each extreme point of the subreflector.
3.4 APRTUR, APRIN, AND FILL
APRTUR does all the ray tracing for the single reflec-
tor antenna and it calls a new subroutine named CASSA for
l	 additional tracing in the dual reflector case. Figure 11
shows the difference in approach between the old and new al-
gorithms in determining the location of the aperture plane
before integration for a multipanel, single reflector anten-
na.
This difference gives some increased accuracy in pre-
dicting the radiation pattern of a mux.-LJ.panel, single reflec-
tor antenna. (See results, Section 5.) In the cane of a
EC
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single reflector, a short "Do" loop is used to find XMX,
YMX, and ZMX, a point of the reflector which is the closest
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Then a rotation matrix A is computed from the rotation
angles ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA. The inverse of that matrix
is also found. If the dual reflector option is in effect,
the rotation matrix is calculated immediately skipping the
above-mentioned "Do" loop. For single reflector antennas
comprised of a number of panels, subroutine APRIN is called
to provide data for each panel individually.
Two important additions have been made in APRIN: 1)
For each plane reflector a normal is computed automatically
using the principle of the CROSS product. (See Appendix D.)
2) Statements 20-28 make use of a "Do" loop to search for
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(xs , YS  zs), a point on each panel, which is also the closest
point to the origin. It is an important point because it is
l	 used later, in APTRUR, to find the location of the aperture
I	 plane (xci ) for each panel individually. ( See Figure 3.2 for
f^	 1.
geometry). For a complete discussion of APRIN, see I5].
From statements 50 to 65, APRTUR finds the angles sub-
tended by the reflector or the reflector panel. Notice that
in the dual reflector case, the angles subtended by the sub-
reflector are the ones to be measured and not those for the
main reflector. All points, either the perimeter points for
a panel, or the four extreme points for a single panel option,
are expressed as angles in the feed system. Then, a search
for the maximum and minimum 6' and 0" angles represented by
the above mentioned set of points is performed to determine
the angles subtended by a panel or a subreflector. (See Ap-
pendix B in [5].)
ILLUMINATION ARRAY - Statements 65-95 generate the ap-
propriate illumination array to insure a well-ordered illu-
mination of the chosen reflector option. The previous method
of illumination has been kept the same since it serves the
purpose of the new algorithm in a rather convenient way.
(See Section 2.3 in [51.)
For the dual reflector case, the angles subtended by
the subreflector are the ones to be considered instead of
i
those of the main reflector. The reason for this is the fact
that an overillumination of the subreflector results in an
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overillumination of the main reflector. Overillumination is
desired so that the projected boundary of the main reflector
on the aperture plane can be defined before integration is
performed. The rays corresponding to the upper and lower
limits of 9' miss the real subreflector. They get reflected
by its mathematical extension, and as a result, they miss
the main reflector too.
If a Cassegrain antenna is to be studied, as soon as
ANGINC is computed in APRTUR, subroutine FINDXC is called.
(See Section 3.5.) This is the first time where FINDXC ap-
pears in the program to provide APRTUR with the location of
the aperture plane (xc). APRTUR, with a "Do" loop in state-
ment 95, loads all illumination angles into the P array just
after the angle pairs corresponding to the perimeter points.
SUBROUTINE FILL is called to provide the angle pairs in the
P array with the field strength and phase values.
FILL - This routine is changed and adjusted to each
antenna whose radiation pattern is to be computed. A detail-
ed description of this subroutine and its various forms ap-
pear in [2] , [3] and [5] . A new subroutine has been written
for a vertical polarization case. (See Appendix E.)
Furthermore, in APRTUR for single reflector antennas as
the (x 0,Y0, Z O ) point is found, the location of a separate
plane are determined. This part of the algorithm is not
carried out for dual reflectors. The procedure for determin-
ing xx and xci is as follows:
^i
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If the single panel option is in effect, then subrou-
tine FINDXC is called. This is the second location in the
program where FINDXC appears. (See Section 3.5.) If a
multipanel option is in effect, then R 1
 (Figure 12) is ex-
pressed as:
R1 - [x, + B12) 2 + (ys + B22 ) 2
 + (z s + B32 ) 2 h - 1.0 - R'-1.0
where R' _ C X  + B12 ) 2 + (ys + B22 ) 2 + (z s + B32 ) 21 h is the
distance between (x s" ys , z s ) and (B12, B22, B32). JJ












Fig. 3.3. Computation of x  I s and xx
Also, the angle 
emax 
subtended by the reflector is expressed
as:
emax - tan-1 - xs'—	 2	 . where (xs + B12) is a
s
negative value and (zs + B12) a positive one. Hence, to
obtain a positive 6max angle, a negative sign is added. The
angle emax is augmented by 2.5 ANGING, i.e., 2.5 times an
angular increment. The reason that R l = RI - 1.0 and
e aug = emax + 2.5 ANGING are used instead of R' and emax,
is to make sure that the panel will be overilluminated.
Thus x  is found as:
x  = -(R1cos(eaug) + B(1,2)).
The distance between x  and x  for the first panel is com-
puted as CONST -Ixc - X.J. This number becomes an impor-
tant factor in locating the aperture plane for the rest of
the panels. The idea is to put an aperture plane in front
of every panel and with a distance equal to CONST away from
it. This results in having an ordered arrangement of aper-
ture planes in front of the reflector. So, the rest of the
xc 's are given as:
xc = x  + CONST where x  is provided by APRIN, in ad-
vance. Once all xc 's have been found, the location of a
general plane (xx) is determined, using FINDXC. (See Sec-
tion 3.5.) Each panel is first projected onto its own indi-
vidual aperture plane, and then phase-referenced to the gen-
eral aperture plane. Thus, the general plane sums up all
hese projections that comprise the total projection of the
ntenna on the aperture plane. This method of preparation
f the aperture plane before integration yields better re-
ults compared with the previous method.




RIFF Ixc - xs I and the ';RASE - a2 (R+D+DIF) + Initial Phase
where R - distance from the feed to reflector.
D - a distance from the reflector to the individual
aperture plane.
DIF = distance from the individual aperture plane to
the general one.
If the dual reflector antenna option is in effect, sub-
routine CASSA is called by APRTUR to continue the ray trac-
ing operation over the reciin lying between the subreflector
and the main reflector. (See Section 3.6.)
3.5 FINDXC
This subroutine is called, as mentioned before, at two
different locations in APRTUR.
[PM(1,M),PM(2,M),PM(3,M)]
XC	 O




In the dual reflector antenna case, FINDXC is called
immediately after ANGING is computed. In this case, xc is
evaluated directly from the geometry of the two reflectors.
From Figure 3.4, a point with the largest z coordinate on
the main reflector is determined and its distance (R') from
the reference system is computed. Then, new parameter RSM
is computed as:
RSM(PM(l,M) ) 2+(PM(2,M) ) 2+(PM(3,M) ) 2 h '.1.0 = R' - 1.0C	 J
where R'= (PM(1,M))2+(PM(2,M))2+(PM(3,M))2Jh
Also, 8max the angle subtended by the main reflector is
expressed :
8max = tan -1 ( -pM (3 ,M)) where the negative sign is
provided here to obtain a positive 8max angle, since
PM(3,M) is positive and PM(1)M is negative. In the refer-
ence system another angle, called 8augmented is estimr.ted as:
8aug = 8max + 3.0 • ANGING(in radians) and x c is then
calculated using the expression.
xc = -RSM cos (8aug.)
The fact that RSM is used instead of R' and 8aug
instead of 8max is to insure overillumination and to make
sure that this subroutine works for all sub and main reflec-
tor combinations, no matter what their geometrical relation-
ships are. This subroutine could, if necessary, be changed







The second call of FINDXC by APRTUR is concerned with
finding the location (xx) of the general aperture plane for
the multipanel option reflector, or x  for the single panel
option. This task is accomplished as follows: (See Figure
O
XX FOR MULTIPANEL OPTION
OR	 Xt FOR SINGLE-PANEL OPTION
Fig. 3.5. Location of xx or x for multipanel or single
panel antenna, respectively
First, find the distance R' between the point (x
mx
, ymx,
znLx), and the feed, i.e.,
R' _ I(x 
MX 
+ B12) 2 + (ymx + B22) 2 + ( z 
MX
+ B32) 2 h
where (x MX' yMX , zMX ) is the point on the reflector which
is the closest to the origin of the reference system. It
should be noted that this point is computed at the beginning
of the APRTUR routine. Second,
E
1	 36
-1	 (zmx + B32)
e	 6	 tan	 -	 —+- 32 gives the maximum anglemax
xmx	 12
subtended by the reflector. This angle is increased by a
2.5 ANGING to give eaug - emax + 2.5 ANGING ( in radians)
^..	 and third, to find xc , R' is reduced by 1.5 to yield




x  or xx = - RSM cos (eaug) + B(1,2) for a single
panel or a multipanel antenna, respectively.
It is noted here that the distance R' is reduced by
1.5 instead of 1.0 (as was done in the case of individual
panels) to insure that xx will be less than x
c , 
in the multi-
panel case. The whole arrangement of separate aperture
places and a general one is shown in Figure 11, Part B.
It can be seen that xx has to be behind all individual
aperture planes. If the multipanel option is not in effect,
xx becomes xc.
3.6 CASSA
This subroutine accomplishes all the ray tracing from
the subreflector to the main reflector up to the aperture
plane. It starts with finding the direction cosines of a
vector along the ray reflected by the subreflector. Para-
metric equations of a line are expressed as:
i	
x02 = x 0 + RM•DC(1)
u_	
y02 = y0 + RM•DC(2)
z02 = z0 + RM • DC (3)
1;i
where (x02 , y021 z02 ) is a poin_
(x0 , y0 , z 0 ) is a point on subref lector, RM distance be-
f:	
tween these two points and DC(1) DC(2) DC(3) are the direc-
1.
	
	 cosines with respect to x, y and z axes, respectively.
The solution of simultaneous equations consisting of the
above parametric equations and the equation of the reflector
surface yield the point x02 , y02 1 z02 . Although this sub-
routine has been written to deal with six analytical sur-
faces, it could be extended to incorporate any other number
of types of surfaces, if desired. Surfaces expressed numeri-
cally could also be added to this algorithm, especially for
the dual reflector antenna option, where shaping of one or
`	 both of the reflectors is now widely used in their actual
design.
Once the point x02 , Y02' z02 is evaluated, the normal
(NHAT2(1), NHAT2(2), NHAT2(3)) on the surface at that point
is computed as follows:
Let the surface be represented as g(x, y, z) = C.
n	 og(x02 ► Y02 1 z02)
Then n02 =	 Iogl
A detailed explanation of computing normals and intersec-
tions of rays with surfaces is not given in this thesis,
since a complete discussion can be found in all references
from [1' to [5], in their description of subroutine APRTUR.
The only difference lies in the fact that the parameters used
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in CASSA are pertinent to the surface of the main reflector
and not the subreflector.
The normal on the main reflector is used to apply
Snell's law of reflection to find a vector in the direction
d.
of the reflected ray (SR2(1), SR2(2), SR2(3)). This part of
the algorithm is described in Section 2.1. A point, (y, z)
on the aperture plane is then computed, and passed over to
APRTUR where it is stored, 1 — he retrieved later by QUANTZ.
The principles of geometrical optics are used to deter-
mine the electric field during these two phases of ray trac-
ing. All equations in this part of the algorithm are men-
tioned in Section 2.1. In general, all operations taking
place in CASSA are depicted in Figures 2.6 and 2.8.
3.7 Main Procedure and the Utility Routines
The main procedure and all the rest of the utility
subroutines were kept the same as before with a minor change
in their storage blocks. A complete development of these
subroutines and the main procedure is provided by Botula in
151.
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4. EXAMPLES AND TEST CASES
4.1 Introduction
Two test cases on the Cassegrain antennas are provided
here to demonstrate the use of the program and support the
validity of the algorithm. These cases are the following:
FIRST, a classical Cassegrain antenna which was used
to check the algorithm in the case of uniform illumination,
but with no blockage.
t	 SECOND, a dual offset reflector antenna, used to check
w
the results obtained by this algorithm against ciculated data
obtained from two other algorithms.
4.2 Example and First Test Case
The classical Cassegrain antenna, shown in Figure 4.1
employs a hyperboloid for the subreflector and a paraboloid
for the main reflector. One of the two foci of the hyper-
boloid is the real focal point of the system, and is located
at the origin of the feed coordinate system; the other is a
virtual focal point which is located at the focus of the
paraboloid which coincides with the origin of the reference
system. As a result, all rays originating from.the real
focus and reflected from both surfaces travel equal distances
1.	
to a plane in front of the antenna. (See Figure 4.1.)
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PARABOLOID	 HYPERBOLOID
--- -	 REAL FOCUS
---- DS 	 Y
Z





f, -- --0.4---- fi
----	 Ft
Fm
Fig. 4 . 1. Classical Cassegrain antenna system
Table 4.1 gives a number of parameters that define
completely the geometry of the antenna system. All para-
meters required by NPUT will now be evaluated from this
Table.
TABLE 4.1.
Main reflector focal length
	 (Fm)




Distance between two foci













Since the origin of the feed coordinate system is
llocated at the real focus of the hyperboloid and at dis-
tance x = -91.0 from the origin of the reference system,
the feed parameters can be given as:
1) Feed (1) _ -91.0 in., Feed (2) = 0.0, Feed (3) = 0.0
2) ALPHA = 0.0, BETA = 0.0, GAMMA = -180.0
MAIN REFLECTOR PARAMETERS
SURFC2 is set equal to 4, since a paraboloidal reflec-
tor is to be used as a main reflector.
Fm = 100.0, as was given in the Table.
The four extreme points of that reflector to be read
in are:
Upper point
I 2 Fm	2 Fm
	 2. (100.0)
r - 1-+  cos emax
	
+ cos e 2 1 + cos(60.785 )= 134.4
x = r cos emax = -r cos(60.785 0 ) _ -65.599
Y = 0.0











r	1 + cos emin
	
1 + cos(-60.785 0T
x = -r cos emin	 -65.599
y = 0.0
	
f	 z = r sin emin = r sin (-60.785 0 ) _ -117.304
l_
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These two points correspond to the 6' extrema in the feed
system. Also, the two points representing the y - extrema
are almost exactly the 0' extrema as well. The z coordi-
nates of these points are identical.
zZ = min + z max	 117.304 - 117.304 s 0.0
The reflector, as seen from the geometry of the antenna
system, is 234.608 inches wide and symmetric with respect
to the xz plane, hence y= ± 23	 = ±117.304 in.
Finally, the paraboloid equation provides the x coordinates
X =2F'Y + z - Fm = 65.599
m
Thus, the four aperture points become:
Upper point:




( -65.699 , 0.01-117.304 =
PM(1,2) , PM(2,2) , PM(3,2))
Leftmost point:
	 (-65.599, -117.304,0.0) =
PM(1,3) ,PM(2, 3) ,PM(3, 3))
Rightmost point: ( -65.599 , 117.304,0.0) =
PM(1,4) ,PM(2,4) ,PM(3,4))
It should be noted here that the diameter of the main reflec-
tor can also be found from the relationship given in Appen-
dix A as follows:
0
tan Z =4	 F




SURFCI is set equal to 6, since a hyperboloidal surface
is to be used for a subreflector. NPNL takes the value of
zero, since neither the subreflector nor the main reflector
is composed of panels.
The parameters a (semi-transverse axis along x =
AORORF),
b (semi-axis along the y direction =
BELLP), and
c (semi-axis along z direction - CELLP)
are computed as follows: (See Appendix B for details.)
a 
= Fc =
	 91.0 = 30.2976
c = b = a E 2-1 = 30.2976	 (1.50177)2-1 = 33.95
Also, DIST = -Y 
= 
91.00 = 45.0 which is a parameter used in
translating the origin of the subreflector coordinate system
so that it coincides with that of the main reflector. (See
Appendix B for details.)
There is.no need to read in xc , since this value is
computed in the program as a function of the antenna system
parameters. In this case, the FILL routine was not used,
and no data for the E and H plane patterns of the feed were
used in the input file.
cr
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4.3 General Input File
For format information, refer to the program listing,
Appendix F.




















POINT (1- 3) , NORM (1- 3 )
SURFCI, NPNL, AORORF,
BELLP, CELLP, DIST, PSI
PLNPNT(1-3), PLNORM(1-3)
Four extreme points
(x ,y , z ) , on the
ed8a of o the
0 
gain reflector.
One point goes on each card.
YCBL, ZCBL, HFMABL, HMIBL
(Blockage of main reflector
by subreflector)






DONE typed in the first
four columns of the card
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Feed (1-3), ALPHA, BETA,
GAMMA, XLAM
SURFCI, NPNL, AORORF,
BELLP, CELLP, DIST, PSI
PLNPNT(1-3), PLNORM(1-3)
Four extreme points
(x, y, z) on the reflector.
One point goes on each
card (single panel option
only)
YCBL, ZCBL, HFMABL, HMIBL
(Blockage of reflector fy
feed)
Any late required by FILL
ROUTINE
NOPT, NLIST(if NOPT speci-
fies that only certain
panels are to be printed or
plotted, cards containing




DONE is typed in the first










These cards are followed by the panel data. The organization




1 NPERIM, SURFCI, NPTPPL
2-(NPERIM+1) (x, y, z) perimeter point
(one perimeter point per
card)
NPERIM+2 AORORF, or AORORF and
BELLP, or AORORF and PSI,
or PLNPNT(3), or AORORF,
BELLP, CELLP, and DIST,
depending on which para-
meters are needed to des-
cribe the surface speci-
fied by SURFCI.
All cards carrying information for individual panels appear
in the main input file after the DONE card.
4.4 Development of a Uniformlv Illuminated. Classical
Cassegrain Antenna
All parameters needed for this case were computed in
Section 4.2. None of the available FILL subroutines was
used and the H and E plane patterns (for the feed) were not
read in as data in this particular case. The reason for
that was to insure uniform illumination over the main reflec-
tor. The procedure adopted to achieve this task was as
follows:
1. FILL is not called in APERTUR.
2. All lines in APERTUR related to the
amplitude and phase of the E field were
moved to subroutine CASSA.
3. In subroutine CASSA the following modifica-
tions took place:
P1 = R • RM and P2 = 0.0
n
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ETi : R (i.e., equal to RM) and EPi = T- = 0.0
where ETi and EPi are the a and ^ electric field components
of the incident (on the subreflector) ray, respectively.
IFrom ETi , and applying Snell's law to rays reflected by the
two surfaces, Er and E 1 were evaluated, where Er is the
	
^•	 electric field vector along a ray reflected by the subre-
flector, and E 1 is the electric field vector along a ray
l
incident on the main reflector.
Er
It is obvious that in the far field, Ei2 Rr
Also, E /RM = ETi/R . P1 R s P1 = R•RM = 1.0
r	 RM	 RM	 R•_RM R • RM	 •
which means that the E field was kept constant at the value
of one along every ray. Thus, the constant amplitude re-
quirement for uniform illumination was met.
4. The constant phase requirement was also
satisfied by the above arrangement, since
the phase was set equal to:
	
r	 PHASE _ -T(R+RM+D).
1.
Notice that R+RM+D is always constant for
Ca focused Cassegrain antenna. (See Appendix
A.)
Table g.2 shows the input file for Case A. The first
four cards contain title information which is also reproduced
at the printout. Information about the feed coordinate
fsystem (FEED, ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, and XLAM) appear on Card 5.
I M
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Cards 6 and 7 contain information about the surface of the
main reflector. Card 6 is for SURFC2, AOROR2, BELLP2,
CELLP2 1 DIST2, PSI2 and Card 7 is for POINT, NORM. For
this main reflector, SURFC2 - 4 and AOROR2 = 100.C. None
of the other parameters is required for this surface, so
all are given the value of zero. Cards 8 and 9 contain
information for the subreflector surface. Card 8 is for
I	
SURFCI, NPNL, AORORF, BELLP, CELLP, DIST, PSI and Card 9
for PLNPNT and PLNORM. For that type of subreflector sur-
face SURFCI 6, NPNL - 0.0, AORORF - 30.2976, BELLP -
33.95, CELLP	 33.95, and DIST - 45.500. The rest of the
other parameters are given the value zero, since none of
them is required for this surface. Cards 10, 11, 12 and 13
contain the four extreme points (x02, Y02, Z02) of the main
reflector. Card 14 carries the required blockage informa-
tion, i.e., YCBL, ZCBL, HFM.ABL, and HFMIBL. In this case,
aperture blockage is not considered and so all the above
parameters are set equal to zero. Since the FILL routine
is not used in this case and no data for the feed radiation
patterns are needed, Card 15 is used to determine the output
option code. Here the computer is instructed to print and
plot information about the two surfaces, as Follows:
NOPT(1) _ 2	 (print all results)
NOPT(2) = i	 (plot aperture after quantizing)
NOn (3) « 1
	 (print aperture array onto a disc
file at the end of QUANTZ).
A
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NLIST is equal to zero since the antenna in question is not
divided into panels. Cards 16 and 17 are the radiation pat-
tern requests. One pattern is required in = 0 0 plane for
i	 6 from 85.0 0 to 95.00 by increments of 0.5 0 , and another one
`	 in the 6 = 90.0 0 plane for _ -4.0 0 to 4.00 by 0.5 0 . The
next and last card (No. 18) has DONE typed in the first four
columns, which signifies the end of the pattern requests and
the end of the input file. The result of this check . case are
shown in Appendix G.
Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of the results obtained by
this algorithm with those results reported by Silver for a



















1	 2	 3	 4 (DECD
Fig. 4.2. Classical Casseq ain antenna radiation pattern
(Due to the symmetry, only one-half of
the pattern is shown)
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TABLE 4.Z
CASE A INPUT FILE
1 CASSEGRAIN ANTENNA EXAMPLE
2 A PARABOLOID-HYPERBOLOID COMBINATION
3 FEBRUARY 13, 1981, NCSU PGMR:CHRISTOS
FCLTY:RD-DAN
PRT:HILLSBORO
4 (A BLANK CARD)
5 -91.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -180.0
6 4 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 6 030.2976 33.95 33.95 45.50 0.0
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 -65.5997 -117.304 0.0
11 -65.5997 117.304 0.0
12 -65.5997 0.0 -117.304
13 -65.5997 0.0 117.304
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 221
16 PHI 0.0 THETA 85.0 95.0 0.5











4.5 Second Test Case
Dual Offset Reflector Antenna
Here, the algorithm is tested with calculated data
reported by TICRA A/S [8], and C. C. Chen [9]. The reason
for choosing an offset case as a second test case is the
fact that offset geometry does not have the symmetry of
the first test case, which can sometimes mask errors.
Y
Fc


















-11 db taper was used.
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Using the relationships between the hyperboloid and
paraboloid from Appendix B, and using the given data in
Table 4.3, one can estimate AORORP, BELLP, CELLP and DIST.
Furthermore, in this case, ALPHA = 0.0, BETA = 0.0 and
GAMMA = -163.6, since the axis of the feed makes an angle
(a,) of 14.6 1
 with the x axis of the reference system, as
shown in Figure 4.3, Feed (1), Feed (2), and Feed (3), as
well as the four extreme points of the main reflector are
easily calculated. The input file is shown in Table 4.4.
In this case, the input file is arranged in the same way
as before up to the fourteenth card. Cards 15 to 52 contain
t
information about the feed radiation pattern. Card 53 con-
tains NOPT, NLIST, and Cards 54 and 55 are used for the
pattern requests. Finally, DONE is typed on Card 56. The
secondary radiation pattern is shown in Figure 4.4, and cam-
pared with data obtained from the other two algorithms.
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TABLE 4.4
CASE B INPUT FILE
1	 OFFSET CASSEGRAIN ANTENNA EXAMPLE
2 A PARABOLOID - HYPERBOLOID COMBINATION







6 4 69.685 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 6 6.694507 15.119643	 15.119643	 16.535433 0.0









14 0.0 0.0 0.0
	 0.0
15 1.000000 .99053 .96266 .91793 .85878
16 .78830 .70997 .62737 .54392 .46269
17 .38617 .31623 .25407 .20029 .15491
18 .11756 .08755 .06394 .04563 .03223
19-32.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
33 .00000
34 1.0000 .99053 .96266 .91793 .85878
35 .78830 .70997 .62737 .54392 .46269
36 .38617 .31623 .25407 .20029 .15491
37 11756 .08755 .06394 .04563 .03223
56
Table 4.4 (continued)

















































5. A SINGLE REFLECTOR ANTENNA EXAMPLE
to SEGMENTED SPHERICAL REFLECTOR)
5.1 Description of the Problem
A single reflector composed of 54 panels was construc-
ted and tested by NASA at the Langley Research Center. Its
measured radiation patterns were compared twice: First,
with calculated results obtained by using the old version
[5]; and second, with calculated results obtained via the
modified version incorporated in the new algorithm. A com-
plete description of the antenna and its parameters is pro-
vided by Botula in [5]. Here, the input file and the
results only are given.
5.2 Results and Comments
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 depict the projections on all panels
on the aperture plane. The result obtained by the old ver-
sion is shown in Figure 5.1, whereas the result from the
revised algorithm is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figures 5.3-5.6, inclusively, show the secondary radi-
ation pattern for both versions. The reason for this
discrepancy in the above results lies in the amount of
overlapping between the projected panels on the aperture
plane. The more the overlapping, the less accurate results
are obtained compared to measured data.
The reason for this overlapping is due to the fact that
the rays reflected by the perimeter points of each panel tend
to diverge on their way to the aperture plane. To reduce
their divergence, the aperture plane is brought closer to
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each panel so that the rays travel over shorter distances
before they strike the aperture plane. Once this occurs,
the projected panel is then phase referenced to the general
aperture plane.
This procedure, which is summarized in Figure 3.2,




INPUT FILE FOR A SINGLE REFLECTOR ANTENNA
Faceted Spherical Reflector Test Case (LSST)
Surface composed of 54 panels, three perimeter points
per panel,
no blockRge, Feed phase center 0.5 lamda inside horn
aperture, E-plane only
(Blank Card)
9.441	 0.00	 8.026	 0.0	 0.0	 -40.0	 0.3335
3	 5424.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0



























52 1 15	 51
53 THETA 91.0 PHI 0.0	 15.0	 0.5 i
54 PHI 0.0 THETA	 81.0	 100.0
	 0.5
55 DONE
56 3 1	 150
57 Xl Y1 Z1
58 X2 Y2 Z2 Three points for the first panelon reflector
59 X3 Y3 Z3
60 3 1	 150
61 X1 Y1 Z1
62 X2 Y2 Z2 Three points for the second panelon reflector
63 X3 Y3 Z3













	 -2.50	 0.	 2.50	 5.00
	 7.50
Y-AXIS
Fig. 5.1. Old algorithm
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Fig. 5.6. New algorithm
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6. CONCLUSIONS
An algorithm capable of computing radiation patterns of
single reflector antennas has been modified and extended to
analyze dual reflector antennas. A new technique for deter-
mining the aperture plane for multipanel single reflector
antennas has been incorporated into the new program. The
location of any aperture plane and the normals on each plane
panel are computed automatically. Furthermore, equations
for hyperbolic surfaces have been added.
The capability of expressing any non-analytic surface
numerically will render the present algorithm very versatile.
This fact will make the analysis of dual reflector antennas
with shaped surfaces possible.
Presently, the algorithm requires that the feed center
r .	coincide with the real focus of the hyperboloid for a Casse-
grain antenna, but modifications could be inserted to deal
^.	 with any off-focus applications.
The results for the dual reflector antennas obtained by
this algorithm show good agreement with those obtained by
other algorithms. It is believed that a direct comparison
with measured patterns will give a better estimate of the
accuracy of the present algorithm.
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Fig. 8.1. Geometry of classical Cassegrain antenna
The classical Cassegrain geometry shown above employs
a parabolic contour for the main reflector and a hyperbolic
contour for the subreflector. One of the foci of the hyper-
boloid is the real focal point of the system and is located
at the origin of the feed coordinate system; the other is a
virtual focal point which is located at the focus of the
paraboloid. As a result, all parts of a wave emanating from
the real focal point and then reflected from both reflector
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surfaces, travel equal distances to a plane in front of
the antenna.
Four fixed parameters are adequate to completely des-
cribe a Cassegrain system, two for each reflector. In
Figure 8.1, seven parameters are shown. If four are known,
the other three can be derived from the mathematical rela-
tionships between the two reflector surfaces. For the main
reflector,
tan 62 - Fm , and
for the subreflector:
2 F1 + 1	
c andtane l	tan6 2
	Ds
1 - 
sinh(62-61) - 2 fl
sink 62 +61
where: F  - distance between two foci,
f l , f 2 = focal lengths of hyperboloid,
Dm = diameter of main reflector,
Ds
 = diameter of subreflector,
I _	 Fm = focal length of paraboloid
C	 e2 
= one-half of the angle subtended by the main
reflector
e 1 = one-half of the angle subtended by the sub-
T"	 reflector.
1	 For example, if Dm, Fm, F  and 6 1 are determined by consider-
(	 ations of antenna performance and space limitations, then
`	 62, Ds , and f 2 can be derived.
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Note e, which determines the beamwidth required of the
feed radiation pattern, may be determined independe. ^tly of
the ratio Fm/Dm which specified the sape of the main reflec-
tor.
The surface of the main reflector is given by:
y2 + z 2 = 4 Fm (Fm + x), and the surface of the subreflector
is expressed as:
(x + DIST)2	 2	 z2
- 2--	 - 7 - --1 = 1
FC
where DIST = Fc = a+ I-NI (See Figure A.2) is the distance
used to translate the origin of the hyperbola coordinate
(	
system so that it coincides with the origin of the referenced











a -- P-'rye---- I Xo I --► ii
Fcl2
Fig. 8..2. Subreflector coordinate system
a = half the transverse axis (along x-axis)
b = semi-axis along the y direction in the ellipse
lying in the yz plane.
fc = semi-axis along the z direction in the ellipse





If E (eccentricity) of the hyperboloid is known, the
following equations can be used:




b = a E
2
-1, and ^ c+1
  M1




The equation of the hyperboloid, depicted in Figure
8.3, in the cartesian system is given as:
x2 y2 z2
-1 -	 -1, where a half the transverse axis
a	 b	 c	 along x
b - semi-axis of the ellipse in
the yz plane


















Fig. 8.3. The hyperboloid
In this equation, the hyperboloid is expressed in thz 
xs' Ys
and z  coordinate system. To express the same surface in
the x, y and z system, a translation has to take place along
the x axis, so that the origins of the two systems O s and O





charge is needed to be made in the y and z directions.
If DIST is the distance between O s and O, then x can
be expressed as x = x s - DIST, or x  = x + DIST, and hence
the hyperboloid equation in the x, y, z system becomes:
2	 2	 2(x +a
DIST _ f _ -7 = 1, where DIST	 (8.1)
and Fc = distance between
the two foci of
the hyperboloid.
The parametric equations for a ray are:
x = RB11 - B12
y = RB21 - B22	 (8.2)
Z= RB31-832
Substitute Equation (8.1) back into the equation of the
hyperboloid to obtain:
(RB11 - B12 + DIST) 2 _ ORB 21 B 22 )2 - (RB31 	B 32 )2 - 1 = 0






B12	 DIST2	 2R B11B12a + a2 _ ` 2
2	 2 28 22	 2R B21B22	 R B31a+-2




Equation ( 8.3) is of the form







where	 2	 2	 2
B11	 B21	 B31	 (8:5)
B11 B12_ B11 DIST B21 B22 - B31 B32
2	 2	 2	 2DIST B
C B^  t (DI^- B1_—	 7 - -cy 1	 (8.7)
a	 a	 a	 b	 c
Equations (8;S), (8.6), and (8.7) are evaluated by the pro-
gram and (8.4) is solved to find the intersection point of
the ray with the surface.
Now, to find the inside normal of the surface, the
gradient of Equation (8.1) is taken as:
9g ( x , y , z ) = n (x , y , z )	 (8.8)
where























Normalization results in obtaining the unit vector n as:
n = Vg(x,y,z) = x 2(x + DIST) /a2 - ^ (2 b2 )-z(2z a2)




The factor 2 cancels out from both numerator and denominator.
Let the denominator be expressed as:
1Z 2
DEN = 
---T T) 2 + '^2 + T
a	 b	 c
then
n = (x 4- DIST) /a2
x	 DEN
n = -/by	 DEN





















Fig. 8.4. Determination of subreflector four
outermost perimeter points
In this subroutine, the four extreme points of the main
reflec*or are used to find the four extreme points on the
subreflector. This task is accomplished as follows:
Take a given extreme point on the main reflector and
write the parametric equations of the line (RR) connecting
that point to the origin of the reference system (0).
Express the direction cosines as:
DIRT = COSA = PM(1,K)/RR 	 (8.14)
DIR2 = COSB = PM(2,K)/RR
	
(8.15)
DIR3 = COSC = PM(3,K)/RR 	 (8.16)
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Hence, the parametric equation of that line is given
by:
1.
t	 x0 = P(1,K) = PM(1,K) - RR • DIR1	 (8.17)
Y0 = P(2,K) = PM(2,K) - RR • DIR2	 (8.18)1.
20 = P(3,K) = PM(3,K) - RR • DIR3	 (8.19
s	
where (P(1,K), (^(2,K) and P(3,K)) is a point on the sub-
reflector which is to be found.
t.
Now, substitute Equations (8.17), (8.18), and (8.19) in
the equation for the surface of the hyperboloid, that is in




LPM(1,K) - RR2DIR1 + DIST] 2 _ [PM(2,K) - RR•DIR2] 2
a	 b






f	 (PM(1,K) 2	 (DIST)2	 (RR)2(DIR1)2 _ 2RR•DIR1•PM(1,K)
a2 a2 a2	 a2
2RR • DIR1•DIST + 2PM(1,K) • DIST _ (PM(2,K)) 2 - (RR)2(DIR2)2
a	 a	 b	 b
2PM(2,K) • RR•DIR2	 (PM(3,K)) 2 - (RR) 2 (DIR3) 2






This equation is of the firm (ARR) MR ) 2 + BRR •RR + CRR = 0
(8.23)
'	 (DIRT) 2	 (DIR2) 2	 (DIR3) 3
	




BRR = 2 [(-PM(1,K) -DIST) -DIRl/a 2 +PM(3,K)-DIR2/b 2
(8.25)
+ PM(3,K) • DIR3/c2
CRR =	 I(PM(1,K)) 2+(DIST) 2+2.0 • PM ( 1,K) • DIST /a2
(PM(2,K)) 2/b2 - (PM ( 3,K)) 2 /c2 -1	 (8.26)
Equations ( 8.24), (8.25), and (8.26) are evaluated by the
program and (8.23) is solved to find RR. Substituting for
the value of RR in Equations (8.14), 8.15), and (8.16), a





DEVELOPMENT OF NORMALS ON A PLANE PANEL
i
In the APRIN routine a certain number of perimeter
i
points for each panel are read in. To determine a unit
normal on each panel, the following procedure is applied:
1) Any three perimeter points are used to form two vectors,
!	 as shown in Figure 8.2.
(x39Y39z3)




A = (xl-x 2 ) i + (yl-y2 ) j + (z l-z 2 ) k, and
= (x 1-x3) i + (y l-y3 ) j + (z 1-Z3) k
2) The cross product operation is used to find a vector
normal (N) to the plane defined by the vectors A and 9:
A




Ax	 Ay	 Az = xl -x 2 yl -y2 z l -z 2
 =








+	 ( xl -x 3 )- ( zl - z 2 )- (xl -x2 ) • ( zl-z3) J
	
+	 (xl -x2 ) • (yl -y3 )-(xl-x3 )(yl-y2 ) k
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j3) The unit normal N is computed by: N =
I^I
ii 	 4) If this normal on the surface of the panel has a
1.
negative x component, then the vector is inverted to
(	 yield a positive x component, since any normal vector
1.





toward the origin of the reference system, i.e., along







FILL ROUTINE FOR A VERTICALLY POLARIZED FEED
The basis of this subroutine can be found in (5). To
use it, the E- and H-plane patterns of the feed must be







i COORDI NATE SYSTEMi
X----------..d
Fig. 8.6. Definition of angles d and s
Fig. 8.7. Ellipse used for interpolation
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In Figure C.3, the angles used in FILL are shown.
(From	 (5) .)
d = cos-1
	(sin 6' cos ¢') (8.27)
where 6' and	 are angles in the feed system.





Figure 8.4 depicts the interpolation ellipse which is given
by:
n	 2	 2
E+ - = 1 (8.29)
d
where
u = rcose, v = rsine, (8.30)
E = E6'= 90°' and H = E^.= 180 (8.31)
Hence:
!
r = Etot =	 6'=90	
E, 
=180 (8.32)
(E6'=90 sin e + E^,
=180cos e)
i
The code of this subroutine is shown in Appendix F. 	 In that
code, PROJX = cos6 and PROJEX = sine.	 To insure vertical
(i.e.d ') polarization, PROJEX is set equal to zero. That
 means u = rcose and v=0.	 Substitution for u and v is
Equation (8.32).
Ed'- 90	 E^'=180	 EE' 9900Etot =	 _
180F'=	 - cos 2e	 cos"e
where cos 2e = 1 -sin 2e.	 Since a C polarized feed is asso-
ciated with the z component of a cartesian system 	 P(3,I),
and P(4,1) are g iven as:g
P(3,I)	 = Etot	 (along z)
P(4,I)	 = 0.0	 (along y)
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8.6. APPENDIX F





COMPLIXO16 ETOT(p.4001 oft LLD V(40019FI0.0244401
INTEGER SURFCIgSURFC2
CUOMO N/PARAMS/AORORF*OELLP•CELLPsOSSTePSIsOLNPNT(31•PLMUft(31 ♦
FEED(])• ALPHA oBETA• GAMMA 9XLAM9XX9AUROR2oWLLP2*CELLP2•
P812•f!ST2.POINT(31•NONM43)*SUIWC19NPNLsHPOINTo$40FC2
COMMG WAPRPRM/NPTPPL•MPSRIM






DIMENSION P(5#27501.VFLO(73)•ZFLOI75)sPINER(75/•PA (St SOO)
DATA DONE/SMOONE f9MLVL•NPART W Go 7.0
DATA VLO•YMI•ZLO•ZMI/1.00*10•-1.ODN0&1.00410•-1.00*10/
FOSI X )^20.O4DLOG 10(X3
P064X1=10.0*OLOGIO(X)
MAXPTS02750














IF (Z MIN.LT.1LO) ZLOOZMIN




















IF (IOPT.E0.13 GO TO 420
IF (1OI(2.1).E0.0) GO TO 420







420	 I SVM- o
DO 770 1=I.NPAT




YFLD(J)=CDABSIETOT(1.J f-1 SUM) )
LFL0(J)=C0A8S(ETOT(2.J+ISJM))
FMAXY=DMAAI(FMAXV.YFLO(J))
45J	 FMAXZ=UMAXI(F MAX Z.ZFLD(J)1








IF ( PIok . GT.I.OD-10) PVRMUB = PUB( PWR )
PRINT 60U.4AJORill.ANAJUR(I).MINUR(I),IAMINOk(J.1).J-1.3)
b00	 FJRMAT(IHI.///24X.
• FAHLL OF ELECTRIC FLEW STRENGTHS (DB)•./'•.23x.
///I 9X. • Pkl NCI PAL P LAht LF CUT IS • .A5.' _ ' .FH .3.' DEG.




UO 700 K-I. NAND
PdtYl(K)-PdkMDII-IUU.000
DBY	 =F MYUB -1 JU.OuO
081	 =FMLUB -100.000
PMR 92FLO( K)OLFLO(K)+YFLU(K1 4 YFLD(K )
IF (YFLU( K).k.T.I .OU-15) JBY=FIJB(YF LD(KI
 )
IF (LFLU ( K).GT.I . 0J-15) DBZ-FU13(LFL0(K1)























. INTERPOLATION NUMUEN USED FOR IATEGRATION IS ......... •.15)
PR!:<% !pS.MAJOR( I).AMA.)OA(I)
	 L
765	 FORMA I'IHI .//120X.'PRINCIPAL PLANE	 •.AS.FY.3.- uFG'IEE S•I
CALL PLM4(64H NORMAL IZEO Z-COMPONENT OF SECONDARY PATTERN IOE1
.FMZDS.ZFLD.kAhG.MINOR41I.AM1NOR(I.II)
PRINT 76S.MAJOwl1).AMAJOA(1)
CALL PLOT4(64r NORMALIZED Y-COMPONENT OF SECONDARY P ATTERN (08)
•FMY08.YFLD.NANG.MINOR(I).AMINOR(1.1))
PRINT 76S.MA-OR(I).AMAJOR11)
CALL PLOT4l64H	 NORMALIZED POWER PATTERN (013)
•PWHMDb.PwER.NANG.MI NDR(II .AMINOR(I :l) )
770	 CONTINUE




775	 FORMA T( •	-1_3411
776 FORMA T(/ 1
	---- ------ ---- FINISHED INPUT - -- -------•)
777 FORMAT(/•	 --------•---- FINISH6D APERTUR ---------------1
778 FORMAT(/'	 -------	 -- FINISHED 4:MNTIZ --------------•1
779 FORMAT(
	
-------------- FINISHED INTGRT ----- -- — -----•1
780	 FORMAT( '	 000 EAECUTED APRPLT 0*0	 •)
781	 FOV AIt/'	 -'-^---- PATTERN CGMPUTATIONS CUMPLtIE -------'1











CLMMOh/CULUW/ DEL T. XL. ANGINC. PM ( J.4).RS.AMX.ZMX.ZMN.YMX
LUMMUN/CONTHL /NUPT( .7),NLIST . IUPT . ICAS^.ILIST(100)
COMMON/PAkAMS/AURURF.BELLP,CLLLP.DIST•PSI.PLNPNT(3).PLNORM(3).
FEEU ( 3).ALPHA . HETA • GAMMA . ALAM . XX.AURURZ . BEL"P2.CELLP2.
PS12 • UIST2.PUINT ( J).NORN(3) . SURFCI.NPNL . NPOINT . SURFC2
COMMON/PAITRN/ETOT. AMINOR(3.5).AMAJOA(5). MINOR. MAJUR.NANGLE(5)








l0	 FUR MA T( TF 1J. 4)
IF l 1 CASS.NE.I) 6(l TU J'.
RCAD( I.. U) :,UHFLZ.AORUN.' BELL Pt.CELLP2.DISr2.
 PSI 2.POINT.NORM
LO	 FORMAr(11 .9x.5F10.46/of lU.46)
35	 READ(J-11) y UHFL1.NPNL.ADRUR/.BELLP.CLLI P.DI Sr.PS1.PLNPNI.PLNOkM
37	 FUH04ATl11.1x.12.'JF1U. ♦/ OFIU.^)
lFl1l AS:,. NL.1) 60 TO 40
REAU (1.391 (IPM(/.J) .1 = 1 .3) .J^1 .461
3%)	 FORMAT (JF10.4)
C	 ENu Uf MAIN HEFLECTUR l +PUT LAT A
CALL SUBPNTIP)
GO TO e3
40	 READ 11.411 llP(I.J).1^1,3)•J^1.461
41	 FORMAT (3FIJ.4)
C	 END OF SUB kEFLECTUH 1'+PUT DATA
43	 -tEADl1.50/ AA.YCUL.LC9L.HfMABL.NMIdL
50	 FOM/IAT (',F 10.46)
C	 FEEO RAJIATI614 PAITE14N
WEAL)( 1.55) E°








it	 HLAO(I.bJ) MA JUH(N.'Al1.AMAJ6k(NPAf). M 114U11(NPAT). I AM I NUk(1. N P AT).
1- 1.3)
du	 FUAMA14A5.t,A.F10.4.45.*-A.JFIU.4)
IF (MAJUH(NPAI).LO.DUNt) (.0 10 el!
NANGLL(N& b AT 1-i lAM 1NOH(2.N 3 AT )-Ati INUNd 1 .NPA 1) / /4 6 041 NOW( J.NPATI • 1. S
IL - (NANOLtlNPA1 p .6T.75)	 GU TL US
1 IUM= 1 SUM ►N A N vL t( NPA T 1
NPAT: NPt,T V
90
IF (NPAT.LT.(.) GO TO 77
PRINT J30
STOP
b:.	 PHI NY 335
sruP






JO 48 L- 1 .1 SUM
ETUT(I.L)-10.000.0.000)
9B	 E TOT(2.L) -(0. OOO .O.ODO)
PRINT 516.71TLE.ALAM.FELD.ALPrnA.BEFA.GA14MA
j	 PRINT 5 77.AC . YCBL . ZCBL.MFMABL • NFMIUL.NPNL





1.)u	 PRINT 580 AURLJR2. SELL P2
40 TO ITV









179	 P^I NT SbS./IPMl1.J).1^1.3)•J^1.^!
PRINT 506
1 d	 4U TU (210.230.Z40.250.160.21U).SURFCI
220	 PRINT 519.PLNPNT.PL )40PM
W TO 3J0




2:A0	 PH 1041 552 .AURORF
GO TO 300
200	 PHI NT 563.AURORF.PSI
GO 1  JOO
l70	 PR/MT SM .AuWUkF •b&LLP.LELkP.0IST
300	 IF .r.PNL.,A. I ) 1.0 TU 310
1 UPT- 1
NPhL . l








DO 320 M n I. NP AT
J20	 PHI NT SUO• MAJUN( M). AMAJOR(rl). MI NU11 /041.1 AK INOR(KK. M). KK. 1. 3)
J30	 LRRUR-HURL TNAN 1 PA!TERN 0.
ORI¢IAI jPAGE IS	 91
OF POOR QUALM
•	 'CAL:.ULATIONS REQUESTED •^^^^^&**• 	 •)
.335 FORMAT( • AA*`AAAAiA ERROR-MORE THAN 75 ANGLES IN••
•	 • ONt PATTERN REQUEST •AAAA^AA M+)
340	 FORMA TI • •AAAAiAAAi E14ROR - REQUESTED • .15• 0 ANGLES TO BE ••
•	 •CALCINLATEO liXCEEDS AVAIL * STORAGE 00*000A0s441
400 FORMAT(//
•	 'NUMBER OF PATTERN GROUPS REQUESTED..••..•.•.••••.•.••15/)
300	 FORMATISAeA5.' •+••F10.4.10X•A5.• FROM 8 •F10.4• • TO • vF10.4• • BT•.
•	 F1b.41
576 FORMAT(1H1•/://.15X•' FAR FIELD RADIATION PATTERN CALCULATION •/
•	 //• '•lOAS/ • • •lOA8/ • • •lOAB/ • ••lOAB//
•	 • INPUT PARAMETERS-	 • •//
	• 	 WAVELENGTH OF ELECTRIC F[ELO.•...•....•.••••....•••••F9.4/
	
•	 LOCATION OF COORDINATE ORIGIN VAT FEED IX•Y•Z)....•••3F6.3
•	 /•	 FEED ROTATION ANGLES(ALPHA.BETA•GANMA)•.•••.•.••.•+3F8.3)
377 FORMAT(
•	 •	 APERTURE PLANE LOCATION(XC)...•..•...•••.......••..••F 7.2/
	
•	 SUB DISH SHADOW CENTER COORDINATES IN APERT. PL.•..••2F7.2
•	 /•	 HALF MAJOR AXIS OF SUB DISH 54MOOV ••••.•....•.•.•• ••F7.2/
•	 '	 HALF MINOR AXIS Of SU8 DISH SMMAOOW....•..•.••••.••.'.F7.2/
•	 •NUMBER OF PANELS IN REFLECTOR.•..•..•...•..........••16/)
576	 FORMAT l// • MAIN DISH DESCRIPTION AND ITS PARAMETERS- 	 •/)
579 FORMAT (•	 IT )S A PLANAR REFLECTOR 	 •./
•	 A POINT ON THE REFLECTR SURFACE(X.Y.Z1...•.••.•...+•3F8.3/
•	 •	 COMPONENTS OF UNIT NOR04AL TO SURftACE(X•Y.X)•••.•.•••3F8.3)
580 FORMAT (•	 IT IS AN ELLIPTICAL REFLECTOR	 ••
	/•	 MAJOR AXIS OF THE ELLIPTICAL REFLECTOR......•.•••••••F78.3
• /•	 MINOR AXIS OF THE ELLIPTICAL REFLECTOR...••..••.•.•••F8.3)
581	 FORMAT(•	 IT IS A SHER/CAL REFLECTR	 •.
.	 /•	 RADIUS OF REFLECTR SHERE......••..•+..•.•.•.•.•..+•F8.3)
582 FORMAT( • 	IT IS A PARABOLIC REFLECTOR 	 ••
•	 /•	 FOCAL LENGTH OF THE REFLECTOR •..••...••..•.•.....•••.F8.3)
$83 FORMAT ( • IT IS A PARABOLIC CYLINDRICAL REFLECTOR 	 ••
	
/•	 FOCAL LENGTH OF PARABOLIC CYLINDER.•.•.••••.%•.•.•.••F8.3/
	
"	 ANGLE OF ROTATION A8OUT X-AXIS (PSI)•.•...•.••...••+•F8.3)
584 FORMAT/'	 IT IS A HYBERd OLIC REFLECTOR 	 •.
	/•	 MAJOR AXIS OF REEL. IN X DIRECTION•.•••..••...••.•••.F 8.3
	
/'	 AXIS OF REF LECtOR IN Y DIRECTION••...••.•••....•••••.F8.3
	
/•	 AXIS OF REFLECTOR IN Z DLRECTION.•...•.•.••.•...•..+•F 8.3
	
/•	 DISTANCE USED FOR TRANSLATION OF ORIG. OF AXES••••.••F8.3)
585 FORMAT(
	
•	 AAAA• PROGRAM IN SINGLE PANEL MODE AAiAA•
	
/•	 M[NIMUN-Y POINT pN TH6 REFLECTOR (X. Y• Z)....•......••3F8.3
	/•	 MAXIMUM-Y POINT ON THE REFLECTOR IX•Y•Z).•.••...•.••.3F8.3
•	 /'	 MAXIMUM-Z POINT ON THE REFLECTOR (X•Y.Z).•.....•.•.+.3F8.3
	
/•	 MINIMUM-Z POINT ON THE REFLECTOR (X•Y•Z).•.•.•.•.•••.3F8.3
s	 )
SBe. FORMAT (//• SUBDISH DESCRIPTION ANO ITS PARAMETERS-
	 •/)
b67	 FORMAT'!//• PATTERN Of FEED IN ONE DEG INCREMENTS OFF—AXIS—•/)
588 FORMA(• E—PLANE '/)




P [O2i 0.5A P I
D TORN P I / l 8U.





SUBRUUT INE APRTUR(P. 1 C .,"L l









LV0d MUN/PANAMS /AURORf • BELLP.I.ELLP.01 ST •PSI .PLNPNF( 31 .PLNMM( 3) .
FEEU(J).ALPNA.l1ElA•GAMMA .Y.LAM. XX•AO(UR2:0LLLP2.CELLP2.
PSI2.OIST2.PU1NI 3).NUNMI	 AF I.NPNL!).SUC• OINT.SURFC2
O1MEhSlUN A1NV(J•llrB(!•2).OBIJ•21.ClJl.Xl31.A(J.31•EI131.
.03(0.27501
IF(ICASS.EU.I) 4U TO 10
Met





YNX+P 1 2.M )
ZMX-P(3.M)












Al J .l I WLLS l ALPHAR) •US 11+(GAMMAN 1 ♦ DS IN (ALPHAN) *DS IN(BL TAR 1 •
ULUS( (.AMMAN )
A(J.21 n DS IN( ALPh(ARI*OSINIGAMMAH)—UCUS(ALPHAR ► &OSIN(BETAR)•
. DCUS(GAMMAR)
A (3 • 3 )^ DCO^ I tit TAN) •ULO:.I (rAMMAN )





5J	 If (IOPI.EV.0) LALL APRIN(P.ICALL)
)MAX.U.JUJ
1 MIN-01
,5	 PMI N+PI#PI UZ
PMAX.PIU2
:aB	 UO O:a 1-1 .NPLAIN
UU 6U J- 1.3
4J	 X(J)•AINV1./.I1•0311.11.AIVVIJ.11 /'17.1)*AINVIJ.31OP(3.1I
R-U:UMII(AtI).f LLOl1	 )002#1X(Jlff LEO(J11002)




of	 l ► IV(I.IJ.I.T.TMAJ() TMAA-P(1.11
If {Pll.11.LT.TMINJ TMINePll.11
If (P l:.l)wi.VMAJIJ PMA1k^P1:•I)
If IV{j•I ► .Li.PNIN) PMIIV^P(2.11
o .	 LIJNTINUL
UELP- PMA11- 1'M 1 N
DLLT - IMAA - THIN
NP. US ON T ( DEL P •UF LOA T ( NI' TP PL 1 /UL L T 1. J
No- {lhP-1 )/jl•j•1
A NI.INL -OC LP/ ( Uf L1.A . ( NP) -j.61
If/I4.A3S.Lu.11 CALL P INDAL10.01
NTJJ -DEL I/41. 00AN41NC1•1.0
NT.j6NTU:#I




IMAX- FLi.UFLOAI ( NTUJJ MN41NC
0U 99 J• 1 .N1
DJ V9 K- IrNP
PII.NPEMIM.(J-II 0NP M I - TM IN•{J-110AN6aNC
V.	 PI:.NPLNIM•lJ-I1ONP.KI-PIIIN40(11-IIOA14UINC
NTNPrNTANP
NPUINT-W I LN ft#NI NP
T.kIN. INI NON TUU






IJ7	 PJNMAT(//' ILLUMINATIUN DATA-•//
'	 T14LIA ILLUMINATIUN FNUM ........................fV.j•' 	 TU
.•.	 PV.!/
•	 PHI ILLUMINATIUN P"014 ... .......................fO.7.'
	 TO
.'	 P 0. J/
'	 INLNEIENTAL ANGa.E (UL';) ............................ '.f7.A/
•	 T NL MLPONE TUTAL NUMDL.k UP ..LNENATEU MAYS.....•.....•. 17
•	 TUTAL NJMULM UP APtMTJML PLANt PUINTS ................ 0.17)
IF (:.UNfC1.NL.9) ..0 T1, 116
LSPSI•JLUSIPSIOUTUh)






I USP-OIL US It, I:.I 11
SIhI - JSINII'ka.I I
LJSI - ULUSIPI I .I ! I
ttL(:. I)	 SINP
link J. I )•LuyT




























tlfl--2 .001 tll J . 1 l ^tl13.2) 0C:•PS I0CSP51
-(B(3.1)•d(2.2)+812.1)^d1^.2))0CSP510511P5/
♦ B{2.l)•ti(2.2)t'SNP510SNPS1+2. AORORf08( 1.1))
CR=B13.2)•813.210CSPS10CSP51-2.00B12.210B13.2)0CSP51^SNP5l
+	 N812.1108 ( 2.21*SNPSlOSPSI + 4.00AORORFO ( 8/1.21-AOROAFI







Id0	 IF (ICASS.NE.I) GO TO 181
IFIuAUS1AR).LT.1.00-10) RmCR/BA
IF (uAdS(ARI.LT.l.00-10) GO TO 1115
R=(-tlR-OSURT(tlR*BR-4.0*ARSCR))/(AR+ARI
t:0 TO Ids
181	 IF (DABS(AR).LT.I .OL- .)) k=-CR/Bk







If( I.(.T.1 ) GU Tu 219
)FIILASS.EV.I) Gu TO 119
IF(ICALL•1.T.1) GO TU 189
IF(IUPT.E0.1) GU fu I90
RI-D^uRT(!AS+B(I.1))+*1+tYS+ul1.211 00 2+t1545(3.2)10+21-1.0
THTMAX-DATAN(-ILS+B13.21)/(AS+tl(1.21))
Tmr AU/ WFb47 AA+2.5+AN^INC+DTUk





IF! ICAII ...1. l) 1.0 TO RIO
IVO	 LALL FINDAL(P.O1
AA . Lid N
IF(IUPI.LU.11 AL-AA
:IV	 .0 fU (12 U.2JJ.2^U•2b0•:o0.2u11.SUMFCI
:: J	 NHA T( l 1 .PLNOMM( 1 1
NHAll:1•PLNUMM(!I
1404A I J1 •PLNURMI31
..0 TU loo
:JJ	 NHAT( 11• - xJ•OLLLPOR2/DSQRT(AJ•*2•IIRLPO•A•1Y0•.2t'ZO••21AAUMUR ► ••A1
y HAT. 1)-- rJ•AUkUQ► P• 2/OSOItI I xOOO. •OLLL.P•O*. (V0 O •2 •ZO•OZI •
AJMU MF ••./
NHAII J1 • - IJ^AUMOMF ••. . 05v1: ► ,t0lMl^UE.LLP^.^^ / ^0••2.10•^21•
AOIIUMF••.1
..0 TU doe
..J	 NNA TI I 1 -- AO/AUMUMF




vHAII I-	 -ru/u SUN T14 . 00AUROMF •• Z•V0.02 • ZO•0ll










NHAT( Ji m -1J/1 ILLLLP••21•ULNI
186	 IF II IASS.NI.I ) %.L TU 2*9
NHA T1 1 )•- WA l 111
NHA1I -' I • -NHAT I1)
NftATI J1•-NHAl(J)
I	 lOV	 SL ALAM • 2.U •(UI1.11•NHAf(11!01.1 . 11ONHATiJIOU1J.1i•IWAT4311
Ou 2v y l .,
*
.3
1V5	 >MIL)• I04l.11-5 1LALAM•M"ATILI 1
it
	1 •4-IJ. A I/M
LPI •P(•.1 1 /M
4.(11 • Wal •LOa/ • •L 11-SIN	 PP•LI
L4	 LUST •,IN)`•1 T I•IA/SP • I. I
L( J1 • -MINI•[ II
OU •UO N . 1. J
L  INI -0.0
Ju *0J No . I.J
•JJ	 EIIN1•IIINI•AIN.IdIOC(M1
SC AIA M .l. U•1l 111 1 0 MHAT(11•L1 (.') 0 NHAI I J I•L 11 3 1•NH A T 1 3 11
96
J0 500 K-I.J
b00	 L04(K)- SCALAR •NNAT(K)-Ll(K1









Sb0	 Y-YU.(XC-xU)•SN121 /bRl l)
Z-ZO.txl-A01•SR(J)/SM(II
















CUMNUN/CUIUS/OELi.XI. ANGINC.PM {!•^ ► .RS. XMx.2Mx.211N• YMX
iOMMUN/PARAMS /AURGNf .OLLLP.CELLP.DIST •PSI.PCNPNT IJ ► .PLNURII(J).
FELD ( J ).ALPHA; 15LTA• GAMMA. ALAM. XX.AGR0R2 .BELLP2.CLLLP2.
PSI:.Ul T1.P0NT(J)•NUMMI!).SN/^ GI•NPNL.NPUINT.S0AFC2
U/MENSIUN P(5.21501










1. N^1-tlNM•Ob UNT(UNN••2-•.0 •ANN •LNR))/(ARR.ARRI



























a GO TO	 100
20 AA-(OC(1)442/AUROR2442!+(OC(2)442/BELL •2442)+(OC(3)442/CELLP2442)





























IFIUAUS(AA1.LT.I	 UD-10)	 GO	 TO	 I10





I to CGhT 1 WE
X02=x0+RM000(I)
YU2= Y 0•RM 4UC 12)
98
102-[ OMM *Oct 3 )
GO TO 1120.130.140. 150.160.ITO).SUAFC2
120 NHAT2(!1 n NORMll1








NHAT2(3) n -1020AORUR2002/USORT(x0200208ELLP2004 ♦( Y02602A202002)0
.AOAOR2004)
%:U TO 200




1,0	 14HAT2l I) n 1.J♦ AUAOA2/US"Tl4.00ACROR2002t•Y02002+1020A2)
NHATtl21 •
	-Y02/OSORT(4.1)AAOMUI12A02Ati02A02#Z02AA21








NHAT2( J) n CSV S 120 l Y029 SNP$12-10200 SPSI 2) /NMAG2
GO TO 200
170	 JEN2n USOR:(4(AO2#UISTZ)AA L AURUR2A04)A(Y020YO1/BELLP2AA4)A
.1102AZ02/LtLlP2A0A))
NH Ai2(1) n (002 AOlST2 )/IIAOAUR2 A0210DEN2)
NHAIll11 n -Y02/(IDELLPt0A2/AOL N2)
NHAT2 (3 ) n -102/ ((CEA-LP2002 )ADEN.' )
200	 SCALA 2m-0A(OCIII•NHAT2(1)•OC(dl*NiAT2(2)AOr^(JIANHAT2(3)1
UU l50 L n 1.3
250	 SRl(L)-OC(L)-SCALA2*NHATt4L)
El2(N) n 0.0
00 300 Nn 1.3
300	 t I2(N )DER l h) /RN
OU 350 K n l.3
SIALA J-2.001!12(11ANHATl(l)•Ll:(2)ONHAT2(2)+tl2(3)ONHAT2(J)1
350	 LR[(K) n SLALAJONHAT2(K)-EI1(A)
IFIUABS(SR211)).LT.1.0O-:)) SN:l11 n 1.00-5




















IF	 (NPERIM.LE.2)	 GO TO 2S0
IF	 (NPt"IM.,.T.40)	 GU TO 260
IF	 IS URFC I .,.T .b)
	
GU	 TO	 270
IF	 (NPIPPL.(.T.2b00)	 GO TO 270
IF	 ((NPLRIM & bURFLI).LE.0)
	
GU	 TU 2S0
• MEAD(1.20)	 (IPII.J).l n I.3).J-1.NPERIM)
20 FURMA Tl.l► 10.61
Ms 1




Aa+PI 1 •M )
YYPl2 .M)
1 S-P( 3.041














PLNPNFI I )-P & I .1 )
PLNPNT Il)-P(2.11
PLNPN TI 31 +P( J. I 1
GU TL	 lUU
40 REAO(I.45) AURURf.BELLf
45 FURMAI (!f 10. J 
GU	 TO	 100
5U REAU( 1 .S',)	 AURUR►
b, FURMAT( ► 10.3)
GO TO	 luu
66) REAOI 1.65) AURURf.PSI
6:, FORMAT (ZF IU.31
GO	 TU	 100
61 RE.lO(l . F0)
	






200	 FJAMAT(•1•.1bA.•NtFLFCTOR PANEL ►IOM11406•141
uJ TU 4420.130.J40 . 35C'.360 . J70) . S1A1Ff 1
250	 P641hT 252.ICALL
202	 FUAMAT(///- •000000600 INPUT ERRUP ON CARL ONE FOR PANEL NUMBER-.
14.' EXECUTION TLRMINATIN6 0*00060N*•)
•STUP
2oU	 PLAINT !u2 o lCAL.L
2"	 FjRKlkf(///- $000 0000 • STORAGE DOES NUT EXIST FOR NUMBER OF•.
• PCRIMLTEA PUINTS SPEC1rILU , - PANLL • .14. 0 0*0*0009106)
STOP
270	 PAINT !72.1LALL
[71	 FL)RMAT(///' 0*0*0 0006 MAXIMUM ILLUMINATION RLOUEST IS 2500•.















170	 PRINT40u. AUNORf. tlEL.LP.CtLLP. 01ST. kPEW 10
KtTuRN
•UI	 FJRMAT(///IOA.•PANLL I$ A PL ANAN SURFACE•.///
•	 A Puthl LN THL AEFLECIUR SURFACE (X.Y.1) ........... • .)f T.2
/•	 LUMPUNENTS OF UNII NURMAL TO SURFACE (A.Y.Z) .......... F7.2
/•	 NuMULR Of USEN-SUPPLIED LUCA PUINTS ................•.17)
402	 FJAMAT(///IOA.•PA4E L 1S Ah CLLIPTICAL SECTION•.///
•	 MAJUN AXIS OF ELLIPTICAL REFLECTOR ........... .....•.F7.21
•	 NINLR AXIS OF ELLIPTICAL REl <LECTUR .................•.F7.2/
•	 NU41IL11 OF USEN-SUPPLILU LOGEPOINTS ................ 0.17)
401	 FURMAT(///IJA.'PANEL 15 A SPHERICAL SECTION•///
•	 RAUIUS Of NL F LLCTGA SP ►7EAt .........................•.i7.2/
'	 NUMULR OF USEN-SUPPLItO E04E I .OINTS ................•.17)
404	 FORMAT(///IOA.•PANEL IS A PARABOLIC SECTION••///
•	 FOCAL LLN4TN OF TNC PARAtlULA................,......•.F7.2/
•	 NUMULP UF USER-SUPPLIED EOCEE PUINTS ................0.17)
•US	 1,JMMAI(///1JX.• 3 ANLL IS "LT1LN UP A PARABOLIC CYLINDER-///
•	 ► ULAL LLN(.T1I OF THE PARAUULA ..... ... .......•.•....'.
	 3
//•	 ► UAL LIN.L RUTAIICN FRAM Y - AA 11 lPil) ..............•. IFFD. 3
• NUMULII Uf USt R- SUPPL 1 LU C U^.0 PUI NTS................
	
1 7 )
AOu	 FUNMAT(///IUA.•PAN" 1S A NYPtbduUL1C SECT SUN •///
•	 ,.AJUR AA14OF RL ► L.IN X UINtCTIOM...................•.fr.A/
•	 AA/S Of 61CFLECTUR IN Y UIRtLTIL)N ...................... F6.3/
•	 AAl, U► HLFLt4LTUN I 	 L 01049(.1 SUN ................... .FD.1/





























IMPLICIT RLAL*B (A-f/•0- 11
INTE(.EN y UW CI.SUWL2
COMMUN/LU NTHL/114UPT(3).NLIST.IOPf.ICASS.ILIST(IODI
GO TO (20.3U.40.40.ou),INTLNT
2J	 IF (NUPT( I).LO.01 GO TO VO
If INUPT(II.E0.21 GO TO VI
2t	 DO 20 1-1 .NLI ST
!F IILIST(1l.EY.ITtN) W TO 91
2to	 CON IINut
GJ lu VO
30	 IF (NJPT(2).uT.01 GO TO VI
GJ Tu Y0
40	 IF (NuPT42).LY.U/ GO TO VO
IF 4NUPT(11.EW2) GU TO 91
1.J I  21
50	 IF (NUPtIJI.GE.1) (.O fJ VI
Lu T1. VO
















CLNW.JWCUNTML/NU62 T(J).NL ISf. IGPT. ICASS.ILISTI 100)
CU.-qMGN /PARAxS /AuRURF . DLLLP, t tLL0.OIST . PSI .PLNPNT ( 3) . PLNURW (3 ).
fttU( 3 ). ALPHA. ULTA.'.ANNA • XL Aid. XX.AORUR2.0ELLP2 .CELLPZ .
PSI2.D(ST2.PUINT(31.N4.MM(31.SURFLI.NPNL.NPUINT.SURFC2
UIMENSIUN AMINUR(3).P(5.2750)













If (MAJUM.NE.HPHI) <.0 TU 34UU
400	 CU.W-DCU51Utk.R)









C T SP-( L4T *:D I hp
LK.ZLAMKu^,T
Y K- 1L A.4O S l N/' • S 1 N T
IULU-1
INE•n L
1 LOT- (O.U.V.0 )




1)4» LUh f 1 NUE
It, /.'(I.Iw1)).ML.P(I.INL n )1 UG TU 6000
1-03/[.IULUI
LRI API J.I ULU$
LRL-I' ( •.1 UL U)
P ►MP(p. LULU)
)L a (P12.INL0)-LI*MPAR I
UEMr . ( P( 3. INL• 1-LMT 1 •It 3 ANT
ULMZ-I P44 . I NEW) -LML)*MPAI'
103
UPHO(P(„ I NE11 )-PH)*MPANT










C TE MP-LOL API OLMPLXI U. 000.ZK• [-PHI !
C12-E N1000SPOCTEMP
Cr2-(L M y* SINT•ERZOCTSP) OCT EMP






rl -r 101 S y 0. 0.5*ul!





IF (VL.LU.EO.SEN) GO TO 4400
4tU0 DZI-(ZI-iIULO)*NPAAT
Drl-(T I-T IOLUI*kPAkT
.r r-1 VMLw- TL1LU 1 ONPART
CTLOP-LULAPIOCMPLA( 0.000. rK•rOLDl 1

















 T;r *I . 5OUtl
4400 CUNTINUE
1j". r ti n
1 14JL U. L I
r1uLD-rl
T 1 -/ O.J. u. Of
[t•IU.u.O.01





IF (0.6T.DSTOPR) GO TO 5000








































































If (6-(1.1).GT.VMAAI	 GO TO 90
If (P (1 .1 ).L T.YMIN)	 (.0 TU VU
NGR10^l1^1 1.1 /-GHIULUI/c.RI0^0.:











L 2-PH t^ (2 . a)
2JJ	 YI-PH,(I.KDLXI
1KP1r5(..KJa_X)
IF IUAUSi TI-Y:I.L 1.I.OU-5/ 4iU 1U 400










t•O INJLA-IVLU- WIIULU ►/w IUft.O
t:.J 1 JfA•I Not "VJ • ..►1 IULU.U ► LA 111NUL A- 11 0u11 IJ




1LL • bLLWt •VJVl1
110	(111 .I NUL ► ) .L I . I .#)1)* 10 I 	 ILUAU-1
ItILQAU.INULAI -ILL
uu t u	 :;,u
•u0 VJ.V1lullI
AUtX- AUt.A#I
I F	 (wuLA.LL.N►'tNIM♦ I)	 40	 lu :00
OJ •:J	 1 - I . NUANS
If	 GO TO	 1005
lr	 111:.1)-111.1 ► 1	 •lJ.•:J.•:0
410 :1•z1:.I ►
11 2.1 ► -1/ 1 . 1 )
!11.11-11
•' 4:0 I. Uh t l hue
40	 TU	 444
•:: Nr MAL A - VOI 061:.000
	
i+
Nr MIL R-!UI• /..Ouo
JJ •JJ	 I- I. NO ANNT•W+I UIWU^Lt.AIl I-I I^LNIUI









1JL A . U I NI i 1 V Y-I.N I UL W /,:Ml U. 1. 001 1
Uu VOU	 I'- 1•NPUINT
It	 Wt 1 . 1 ).LJ.VU ► 	 UU	 IU 600IF
	
It .vl .: l




1 UL X - U ► h1 / 1 VJ-uNIULu)., GHl V• 1 .001 )40%) 1'uLAI 1 1-1 1 1 1. 1 1PdLA4: )-Pl:.l l
	 11! 11.- I . J
IF	 t0t..1I	 tu.;4I.IULA).U11.PI..I).tJ.11i. lot XI)
	 TTST-	 0.01 ► 	 l ►'1:.11...1.t11.IW AI.wNU. ► 1 1..1).lt .ZAJ.lUC%))





Sul	 IF (TLSTSL.LE.0.0) GO TO 510
CALL MUVtM(PBLK.P(l9N).5)
„) TU ^ 15
51J	 TALL 4UVLM(P4 I.I).VO.N)•5l
51^	 N^N.I
L -L+t
IF tTEST.L0.0.0) GO TU 300
70t	 IF (L.L0.0/	 GU TO 600
IF ITEYT$TESTO) ?04.600.600
704	 LALL INTPLIPI::A.P(I.I)WINT . Zti.IOEX)J
NLHG,-O
IF (TLST.LT.0.01 GU TU 711
LALL MUVLM'. l" I.N-11.P(I.N).t)
NLH C.s 1
711	 CALL MUVEM(PINT.PbLK.21
T ESTdL *HF MABL *HFMA BL •HFN 16L • HFM IUL
HFMAUL4HF14ASL•(PINTi2)-ZCBL1*(PINT(2)-ZCUL1
-HFMIBL*HFMIBL•(PINT(I)-YCSL1$(PINTi ► )-VCBL)












IFt1Ul ( 4.1).t0.1) WRI1L17.951) NPOINT.ILALL
IfllUll4.1/.LU.1) WMITL(7.9:)2) llPll.J ► .I^IrS1.Jal.NPUINTI
IF( lu111.1,ALL).LU.0) 	 RtTURN
P41 NT 9SU. Y MIN. YMAA.ZMIN.ZMA %. GHIOLU .GMIOHI•GRIO . NBARS . NP01r41
950	 FJRMAI(//• OUANTIZIN4. L)AT,A-'//
•	 POINT PATTLRN EATLNTS UN APtRTURL PLANE.......YN(N^•.F7.2/
•	 .......YMAAa•.FT 21
•	 .......ZMIN-••F7.2/
• ....... ZM AX- "F7.Z/
'	 (,RIJ RANGES FRUM ......................•....... .FS.3. • 	TU
F 0.3/
•	 SPA,,INU BLTWLLNvR1U oAR:,
U	
IS........o..,..,....,r..•rF tl. 4:
•	 TMtHLFOHE NMDLR OF ^.HIU BARS ...................... .10/









• ..as^.^^^• Z ARRAY FUR PUINT RESIOfhLE NUT FILLEU LURRECTLY
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H! CL h IL Li LLU C
VI lJ	 •^I	 •^	 U: _ LL1 1 I
J	 t1'
U.	 >	 7 .. I^ i.tr	 I,	 ^ r.C 1,	 1,	 1i - I3' C
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